
Recover & Analyze Your Evidence in One Case    

Magnet AXIOM is purpose-built to recover, process, and analyze digital 
evidence from a variety of sources regardless of whether you use AXIOM 
or third-party tools to acquire your data. 

MOBILE COMPUTER
Recover data directly from iOS and 
Android devices. Plus, analyze third-
party extractions from tools, such as 
GrayKey, UFED, and more.

Recover evidence from Windows, Mac, 
Chrome, and Linux devices. Analyze 
RAM, browser history, deleted files, and 
more. 

CLOUD VEHICLE
Analyze data from warrant returns, 
user-generated archives, live cloud 
services, and open-sources (OSINT) 
with artifact support. 

Analyze vehicle data with support for 
Berla iVe extractions and dedicated 
artifacts. Easily plot geolocation data 
on the World Map. 

ARTIFACT SUPPORT
Dedicated artifact support provided for the most 
popular and relevant sources. All your sources, 
one case file. 

Examine digital evidence from mobile, cloud, computer, and vehicle sources, alongside 
third-party extractions all in one case file. Use powerful and intuitive analytical tools to 
automatically surface case-relevant evidence quickly. 



Combined with GrayKey’s industry-leading mobile acquisition, AXIOM gets 
the most data and provides the best analysis for iOS and Android devices. 
And, with GrayKey integrated directly into AXIOM, loading mobile evidence 
is easier and saves more time than ever.

AUTOMATICALLY SURFACE MORE EVIDENCE WITH ANALYTICS TOOLS 

Media Explorer Connections
Filter out icons and non-relevant images with 
Magnet.AI. Hitstack similar images, add hash 
sets, and automatically grade and blur CSAM.

Quickly piece together how artifacts, people, 
or even devices relate to each other. Find and 
visualize data across your sources. 

Timeline Cloud Insights Dashboard 
Timeline does the heavy lifting so you can 
rapidly learn and validate what happened 
leading up to or following an incident.   

Cloud account information is automatically 
surfaced in the Cloud Insights Dashboard, 
uncovering new sources of evidence. 

PURPOSE-BUILT REPORTING AND CASE SHARING
Magnet AXIOM offers flexible export options, including portable case, enabling you to choose and 
share the data that is most relevant to your case. Plus, you can improve the efficiency and consistency 
of reporting agency-wide with export templates.

TRY MAGNET AXIOM FOR FREE
Get a 30-day trial of Magnet AXIOM and see for yourself how  
it can help you find the evidence that matters, faster.  
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Learn more at magnetaxiom.com

Book a demo today, call us at 1-844-638-7884 or email sales@magnetforensics.com
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